
What are the vital details of anthony 
smith vs jimmy crute? 

 

This can be regarded as a very popular question among all the people out there who love 
the mixed martial arts competitions. Here, we will be discussing the vital details regarding 
anthony smith vs jimmy crute. As we all know, this competition was very famous and it 

was definitely the talk of the town for a prolonged period of time. Here, we will be providing a 
brief overview regarding Anthony Jay Smith and Jimmy Crute. Thereafter, we will be 
discussing in detail about this competition. Thus, this discussion can be regarded as 
extremely beneficial for all the fans and followers of mixed martial arts. 
 

Anthony Jay Smith 

He is an infamous American professional mixed martial artist who was born on July 26, 
1988. As per reports, he presently competes in the Light Heavyweight division in the 
Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC). He has been a professional competitor since 2008 
and has also previously competed for Strikeforce and Bellator. As per the reports of January 
24, 2023, he is ranked number 5 in the UFC light heavyweight rankings. He began his career 
in 2008 and fought mostly for local promotions in the midwestern United States. In addition 
to that, this infamous martial artist compiled a professional record of 13–7, with wins against 
WEC veterans Logan Clark, Eric Schambari as well as losses to UFC veterans Hecht and 
Forbes. 
 

Jimmy Crute 

In the previous section, we have provided a detailed overview regarding Anthony Jay Smith. 
Here, we will be discussing in detail about Jimmy Crute. This section can be regarded as 
very important because it will help us in understanding the topic, "anthony smith vs jimmy 
crute". Jimmy was born on 4 March 1996 and is an infamous Australian professional mixed 

martial artist. As per reports, he also competes in the Light Heavyweight division in the 
Ultimate Fighting Championship (UFC). He was the former Australian Hex Fight Series Light 
Heavyweight Champion. As per the reports of January 24, 2023, he is currently ranked 
number 12 in the UFC light heavyweight rankings. He fought exclusively in the Hex Fight 
Series in Australia where he won the light heavyweight championship and also defended it 
twice. He also made a record of 7–0 with two TKOs and two submissions before competing 
on Dana White's Contender Series. 
 

Anthony smith vs jimmy crute 

It is appropriate to say that Jimmy saw his momentum come to a halt in the most unfortunate 
and unexpected way. In this competition, Crute drew former light heavyweight title 
challenger Anthony Smith at UFC 261. But unfortunately, this fight was stopped in a situation 
out of his control. As per reports, Smith threw a number of leg kicks early, landing a hard one 
midway through Round 1. This dropped Crute. He was visibly hurt and this forced him to 
shoot right for the takedown, which he got. He also kept Smith down for the remainder of the 
round. Thereafter, when he tried to get up to move back to his corner, his leg gave out. This 
prompted the doctors to stop this fight right away. Thus, he lost by first-round TKO due to the 
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doctor’s stoppage. Still, Crute was adamant that he could have continued fighting and was 
definitely winning that first round. 
 

Conclusion 

Thus, from our discussion of the topic, "anthony smith vs jimmy crute", it can be 

concluded that this competition was indeed very popular. Here, we have provided a brief 
overview regarding Anthony Jay Smith and Jimmy Crute. Thereafter, we discussed this fight. 
Thus, this discussion can be regarded as extremely beneficial for all the fans out there. 
 


